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Update on Si-Detector + QWAD Tests

- About half of the total strips on the Si-Det were not functioning due to broken wire bonding.
New wire bonding were made.

Old wire bonding New wire bonding

Detector after repair
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- Some wrong traces/connections on the break-out board were found. After correcting those
connections, we’re able to observe the analog signals from the detector strips on scope.

Detector Signal Large Random Noise
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- Set up the test with QWAD board (can measure up to 48 strips). Then we measured the analog
signal from QWAD after amplification and shaping, but before discrimination. 

- According to scope traces, the detector signal is above 1V, and the noise is at the level of ~ +/- 0.4 V.
  
     Signal well separated from the noise, implying that the QWAD could be used with the Si-Det

Measure the analog signal
of one strip from here

SignalNoise



- During digital signal tests, we found the threshold adjustable range for the discriminators on
QWAD was small (~ 0.13 V), i.e, much smaller than the noise range of 0.4 V. 



- To get reasonable digital signal from the Si-Det + QWAD, we have to increase the threshold
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Tests have been performed with Option#2:

Example for one channel:

- When +5 V was applied on P6V0, the
voltage on pin3 of the comparator is ~ 2.4 V;

- As increasing the voltage applied on pin4,
we can get very clean digital signal when the
voltage is higher than ~2.8 V. 

Analog Signal

Digital Signal

Analog Output

Digital OutputPower Supply

- The tests have been done channel by channel; The noise
levels for all the channels are about the same. 
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Summary

Problems found:

- Break-out board pin-out does not match Si-Det output and QWAD input

- Threshold adjustment on QWAD board does not have enough range for signals from Si-Det. 

After correcting the problems and testing the Si-Det + QWAD with radioactive sources, it’s
verified that QWAD can work with Si-Det together, but small modification on the discrimination
part of QWAD is needed (i.e., replace the potentiometer to increase the threshold adjustment
range).

Current Status:

QWAD and Si-Det can work together based on scope traces, but the signal-to-noise has not
been assessed correctly due to issues with our DAQ     


